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Discover your specific female archetype to overcome emotional eating, lose weight, and be your happiest,
healthiest you. The Ethereal is spiritual and intuitive, but highly sensitive to her environment so she tends
to eat to numb her reactions to the world. ·to care for others. In dealing with thousands of women who
wanted to lose excess weight and change the form of their bodies, leading nutritionist and functional
medication practitioner Dana James noticed a striking trend: no matter how diligent these were in sticking
with their exercise and diet plans, older behavioral patterns and self-doubt sabotaged their efforts.The
Nurturer is always there  · · She is kind and compassionate, but this may come at the trouble of her own
self-care. The Wonder Female bases her self-worth on her behalf accomplishments. including everything you
eat— The Femme Fatale is sensual, strong, and alluring but may become obsessed with her looks to the idea
that she develops an harmful relationship with food. A innovative, holistic method of weight loss, this
publication guides in visitors in discovering which of four archetypes they embody:   She is ambitious and
driven, but her work frequently takes precendent over her diet plan. In The Archetype Diet, James helps
readers escape the seemingly endless psychological tug-of-war that is hampering their capability to care for
themselves and clarifies which hormones make you store body fat on your belly, thighs and hips, and what

to eat to improve it.   By becoming attuned to your archetype, James shows ways to alter your diet to
help feed your exclusive body chemistry while concurrently examining how your feeling of self-worth
designs your behaviors—·in ways that may be working against your targets. Offering dishes, a ten-day meal
strategy, and a step-by-step mental intervention, The Archetype Diet plan will place you in relation to
becoming leaner, stronger, and more attuned to your feminine fire and energy.
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Truly Brought More Clearness Than 10y of Therapy. This reserve can be insightful, progressive and a lot
more than simply a nutritional health plan. I took the "archetype quiz" online, found it interesting, and was
compelled to find if the reserve might be a missing puzzle piece in my own journey of recovery an
autoimmune condition. Upon reading the chapter behind my archetype of a "Nurturer" I read stuff that
truly trained me the WHY behind who I am. I highly recommend this publication to anyone seeking to
attune their romantic relationship with food to serve their best and highest self. Every female and (the
males who love them) should examine this book! The Archetype Diet plan is a breath of oxygen in the world
of diets.!! Okay Okay Interesting concept It is a fascinating way at looking in personalities in romantic
relationship to body type One of the best I’ve read! Psychology & I truthfully think the author will need
to have been secretly viewing me my very existence and wrote the WW chapter about me! Through this
excellent concept of Archetype discovery, the reader is certainly walked through a practical journey leading
to total body transformation, self appreciation and simplicity.The Archetype Diet plan combines functional
medicine, nutrition therapy, and mindfulness principles seamlessly, and I am so glad I stumbled upon this
gem. I hope it brings you as very much clarity since it brought me - or at least, a little more clearness into
who you are in a very fundamental level underneath all of our layers. So much more than a diet plan. Please
don't allow the word "diet plan" in the title deter you. Dana's amazing book ripped me right open up. Relating

to James, the fundamental question that is driving our eating and drinking options is: "From where perform
you derive your self worth? We couldn't put this publication down. your relationship with food This book is
fantastic. I recommend this book. It's like somebody finally "fired up the light" and I gained a complete
new level of understanding of myself, food and self-worth! It’s the perfect combination of psychology,
nutrition, and technology! I took the quiz and was totally floored by the results. Her work is so pioneering,
yet it also feels like home. I got fresh insight on past and current struggles and how they fit with my
childhood and how I evaluated my very own self-well worth. The author's true desire to greatly help
women shift relationships with meals and body is apparent in this book. This book does a great job of
providing information based on scientific information and research combined with Dana's knowledge acquired
from years of knowledge working with women, their feelings and values. It's well written, informative and
real. An absolute must have book for your library This is an absolute must have book if you value yourself
by eating and thinking correctly! I can relate and it helped to refocus myself. Ideal for ANY woman looking
to loose weight!), and have a tendency to convenience eat (me! This book gave me crystal-obvious insight
into myself that actually TEN years of therapy hasn't unearthed. As a specialist in the field, I was
skeptical at first, but hands down this is my #1 suggestion to ANY woman seeking to loose weight. I must
say i believed as a "Nurturer" who puts people first that that's simply who I was - a sort, sensitive, and
empathetic person who really wants to help others. Most of us have mental patterns that arrive in our
bodies - and Dana James manuals you to discover the deeply rooted problems behind our physical appearance
to become a more well-balanced person. She recommends a beautiful way to see and enjoy food for best
nourishment. This book is groundbreaking and essential read for any woman who struggles with body image,
emotional eating or self-worth. Not bad, not great We have tried following a recommendations in this book,
but I've determined that some of the information just doesn't work for me personally. Also, I am not
really prepared to run out and have expensive tests done. I fit an excessive amount of into two types, and
the differences make it relatively contradictory, so I found this to end up being unnecessarily complicated.
It may be great for those who have the resources to function directly with a specialist, but using this in a
wide/general sense is not really as effectual as I needed. Pleased if it works for some. So much more

when compared to a diet book!. This is a fabulous book! Dana James provides been able to discover and
decipher the complex patterns women possess can prevent them from losing weight permanently. She also
helps women to understand the psychology of why we occasionally get trapped and can't appear to move
forward in our lives. This is soooo much more than a diet book! To my surprise, evidently MANY "Nurturers"



have very similar upbringings that have resulted in hormone imbalances (me), systemically gaining weight
throughout their bodies (me! Best book I've read to date on women, meals and self-worthy of. Dana James
is definitely a genius and the nutritional light to therefore many!! Great read I enjoyed this reserve. This
reserve helped me to comprehend why. Offers a distinctive and helpful perspective not really heard
elsewhere. Greater than a diet book I am a health coach, therefore i read a great deal of the genre to
get new perspectives. It had been SO lifeless on. I was totally BUSTED. Its a roadmap to changing
patterns that maintain you stuck..We am a wonder female through and through. While I was aware that
affected my upbringing tremendously, it had been Dana's amazing writing and "archetypes" that
demonstrated me how the relationship with my mother, biological makeup, and eating are completely
intertwined - and upbringing can really alter (and manifest) your biologic makeup and method of eating. The
effectiveness of this book, for me, is the psychological side. And that was the strength of the book. Highly
recommend it! I am on the verge of pension and really struggling with it. Recommended for anybody
thinking about functional medicine and diet. It gives good ideas for accepting your archetype but,
simultaneously, balancing it with some elements of the others. The diet information is good, however, many
of it is not really new. Certainly my head to book.). This book is a comprehensive look at general health and
breaks down the various body types effectively. I’m in practical nutrition and I love how it brings in many

different points of watch for the most satisfactory picture. But the psychological perspective is definitely
well worth the price of the book. Finally! For a long time, I've had an extremely "clean" diet, exercised
frequently, and have not been able to get unwanted weight off. I had considered myself and food/body
challenges so differently for years which was incredibly eye starting. It's one of those books you examine
where you can't believe no one has considered this until now. Really introspective as you look at your
childhood self-well worth, to where you derive your self worth from right now, and how that psychologically
effects your relationship with food. I am the kid of a mom who was hugely overwhelmed, not really
attuned to myself or my brothers, struggling from mental health issues and an alcoholic.Change in Body
Shape. DIET AND EXERCISE ALONE WILL NOT NECESSARILY CHANGE THE BODY." James asserts
there are four archetypes: Nurturer, Wonder Girl, Femme Fatale, and Ethereal. One of these archetypes
has the clue for where you and I derive our self well worth and how that impacts our meals (and
beverage) options." I now realize why I have briefly succeeded on diet programs but why I've never been
capable to keep up the diet and then the weight loss--I under no circumstances got to the problem of self
worth at the core. Nurturers derive self well worth from how they look after others. Wonder Women
(me) derive it from accomplishment, with the rallying cry for bad meals behavior of "I are worthy of this!
There is usually of program a quiz to help figure out your dominant archetype but you may take that on
James' internet site. Here's the gist, quoting from the Introduction: "Source of Self-Worth--> Switch in
Behavior-->Change in Eating Behaviors-->Switch in Hormones--> Understanding why you eat
what/when/how you eat What is different concerning this book is that it combines diet with psychology in
a unique way.
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